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Notices 

  
The following terms, used in this publication, are trademarks of Shield Advanced Solutions 

(Canada) Ltd. 

 

 AAG 

 NG4i 

 

The following terms, used in this publication, are trademarks of the IBM Corporation in the United 

States and/or other countries. 

 

 IBM 

 IBM i 
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Preface 
AAG is a Nagios plugin for Linux with a corresponding IBM i product (1NG4IPR) which is used 
to return the relevant status for the Nagios requests. The IBM i product provides a constantly running 

server process that will return status information to the calling program based on the request made. 

This reduces the overhead seen in other solutions by removing the overhead created by a new job 

being spawned for each Nagios request. 

 

AAG has been developed with security in mind and provides both a secure and non-secure 

connection method for transmitting the data between nodes. The installation of SSL certificates will 

be required for a secure connection, this in turn will required DCM (5770SS1 Option 34) to be 

installed and configured on the IBM i. 

 

All requests require a valid sign on before being processed by the IBM i. The sign on information 
required for the IBM i is stored in an encrypted object and each request for information on the IBM 

i will be run under the profile used for the sign on.   

 

The IBM i LPP 1NG4IPR (NG4i) is needed for status to be pulled back from any IBM i that is to 

be monitored. 

 

What’s New this Version 
 
This is the first version of AAG. 

   

 

Related Information 
 

Internet URL 

Shield Advanced Solutions (Canada) Ltd       https://www.shieldadvanced.com 

IBM     http://www.ibm.com 

 

IBM i Manuals 

DCM    https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=security-digital-certificate-manager 
Security Ref. https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=security-reference 

 

 
 

 

https://www.shieldadvanced.com/
http://www.ibm.com/
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=security-digital-certificate-manager
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=security-reference
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Introduction 

Product Overview 
 

AAG provides the ability to retrieve the status from an IBM i system through the Nagios Enterprise 

Monitoring Solution. Both the Linux and IBM i programs are shipped as part of the AAG package. 

The installation of the Nagios elements is carried out via a batch script and the IBM i objects ship 

as an IBM LPP (1NG4IPR) which are installed via the RSTLICPGM command. 

 
Having the ability to monitor a range of platforms through a single interface reduces the overhead 

on the support staff and provides a much simpler solution that having multiple monitoring products 

for each platform. Nagios can be used to monitor a range of other platforms with many community 

provided plugins aimed at supplying the required data from those platforms, however the IBM i did 

not have many and those that existed tended to be outdated and limited in scope. AAG has been 

developed to address that shortfall and will continue to have new feature added as the need arises. 

 

AAG is provided on a SAAS basis which removes the upfront costs associated with many IBM i 

products provided for the platform today. The Nagios environment can be provided by the customer 

or it can be built and installed on the customer provided hardware using the scripts that have been 

developed by Shield Advanced Solutions.  

 

Usage of AAG 
 

AAG is a plug-in component for Nagios plus a LPP that will be installed on the IBM i system(s) 

that is(are) to be monitored. The program provided as part of the plugin needs to be called via a bash 

script as part of the services configured for the host.   

 
The IBM i LPP needs to be installed and a simple configuration to set the secure/non secure flag for 

the server. Once configured the servers can be started which will then respond to the requests from 

the Nagios server. 

 

Note:- setting the IBM i as a secure server and configuring the Nagios requests to run over non 

secure will result in errors being returned. It is important that you configure both sides to use the 

same communications method. 

 

Once the processes have been started on the IBM i they should not be stopped, if you find that some 

processes are ending abnormally contact support for assistance to resolve. 

 
The parameters passed to the Nagios plugin determine how the OK, warning, critical flags are issued 

and are specific to each users requirements and should be set accordingly. 
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Installing AAG 
 

AAG is installed on the Nagios server using the binary files provided by Shield Advanced 

Solutions. Once the binary files are unpacked you will need to configure the remote IBM i systems 

that will be used for status collection within Nagios. 

 

Installing NG4i 
 

NG4i is installed on any IBM i that is to be monitored by AAG 

 

Pre Installation  
 

NG4i is installed as an IBM Licensed Program Product (LPP) 1NG4IPR using the RSTLICPGM 

command.  To be able to restore a licensed program you will need to have the relevant authorities 

to objects on the system. 

 

Restoring the Licensed Program 
 

1. Perform the following after the Save File is on your system. 

 

Type RSTLICPGM and press PF4  

 

The Product ID is 1NG4IPR.  This is the licensed program name allocated to NG4i and is used for 

other activities such as License Management and PTF Management. 
 

The Device is where the product is to be installed from (*SAVF).  

  

The Language for licensed program should be set to *PRIMARY.  If you have a primary language 

other than one of the following you need to have one of the following languages installed as a 

secondary language.  If you have such a situation you will need to change the *PRIMARY to the 

relevant installed language. All menus, panel groups and text are in English regardless of the 

language install. 

 

 2924 English 

 

Pressing ENTER will restore the licensed program into library NG4I10.  
 

NOTE: 

As part of the installation process you will be presented with a license agreement.  

 

 F8 will register your agreement to the license agreement and the product will install. you will need 

to contact Shield for a key to allow the product to run. To help provide you with a correct key please 

run the PRTKEYINF after the product has installed and send the output to Shield Advanced 

Solutions Ltd. A key will be returned which allows the product to be run for a temporary period.  

 

 F9 will stop the installation process and submit a request to remove the licensed program.  No 

license will be installed and elements of the product will not be created, rendering the product 
unusable.  If the product fails to uninstall you can remove the product by issuing a DLTLICPGM by 

a user with the relevant authority. 

 

License Key Management 
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NG4i automatically installs a license key which will allow the product to be used for 30 days, after 

this time a new key will be required which will be supplied by Shield Advanced Solutions Ltd. The 

key will be generated to match the agreed license period and only issued after receipt of payment. 

 

The 30 day trial period should be used for testing and implementation of the product, no additional 
temporary keys will be provided. 

 

To install a License Key, take one of the following options: 

 

• Type WRKLICINF on a command line and follow instructions 

• Type ADDLICKEY on a command line and follow instructions. 

 

If you take the WRKLICINF option a screen similar to the following will be shown: 

 
                         Work with License Information                 SAS2   

                                                             02/16/21  11:35:18  

 System serial number . . . . . . . . . :   218FFEW                              

 Processor group  . . . . . . . . . . . :   P05                                  

                                                                                 

 Type options, press Enter.                                                      

   1=Add license key   2=Change   5=Display detail   6=Print detail              

   8=Work with license users  ...                                                

                                                                                 

               License                                                           

 Opt  Product   Term    Feature  Description                                     

      5770SS1  V7R1M0    5116    HA Switchable Resources                         

      5770SS1  V7R1M0    5117    HA Journal Performance                          

      1DR4IPR  V8R1      5001    DR4i Disaster Recovery for the IBM i Version    

      1FTPCLT  V6R1      5001    FTP Client for IBM i                            

      1FTPSEC  V7R1      5001    FTP Guard4i FTP Security for the IBM i          

      1HA4IMN  V8R0      5001    HA4i High Availability for IBM i                

      1NG4IPR  V1R0      5001    Nagios monitor for IBM i                

                                                                        More...  

 Parameters or command                                                           

 ===>                                                                            

 F3=Exit           F5=Refresh   F11=Display Usage Information   F12=Cancel       

 F17=Position to   F23=More options                                              

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

Sample Work with Licensed Information 
 

1. Type 1 against the 1NG4IPR entry - Add license key. This will bring up the ADDLICKEY 

command screen and you need to type in the information that was sent when you purchased the 

product. 

 

The following information will be automatically entered into the command: 
 

 Product Identifier  “1NG4IPR” 

 License Term  “V1R0” 

 Feature   “5001”  

 System Serial Number Your IBM i Serial Number  

 

 

 

The following information must be entered before pressing the enter key: 

 

 The processor group. This should match the actual processor group of the CPU 

 The License Key. Supplied by Shield Advanced Solutions Ltd 
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 Usage Limit. *NOMAX 

 Expiration date. The end date for maintenance and license validity. 

 Vendor Data.  This is the 7-digit code supplied with the license key 

 

The information entered will not be accepted if any of the information is incorrect.  The program 

will check that the system serial number, processor group, license key and vendor data are correct 

before accepting the data.  If you have any problems with the codes other than typing errors please 
contact your supplier for support. 

 

If you use the ADDLICKEY option you will be required to fill in all the information as above but 

the following information will not be entered automatically 

 

 Product Identifier  “1NG4IPR” 

 License Term  “V1R0” 

 Feature   “5001”  

 System Serial Number Your iSeries Serial Number 

 

Any errors with the license key installation will be logged in your job log.  This information will be 

needed by support to resolve any issues. 

 
 

 

Hardware and software prerequisites 
 

To run AAG the following Hardware and Software is required: 

 

Hardware 
 
AAG runs on any Linux capable hardware 

NG4i runs on any Power system running iOS above V7R1 

 

Software 
   

For the installation of AAG the following software is required 

   

Appropriate Linux version 

MySQL database (MariaDB) 

PHPMyAdmin (suggested) 
NGINX or Apache 

Nagios 

NConf 

Cockpit/PUTTY (for terminal) 

Suitable monitoring interface 

Nagios TV 

Addagios 

 Etc… 

Open SSL (for secure connectons 

  

For all installation of NG4i the following levels of iOS are required 
  

iOS V7R1M0 or higher 
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Note: running NG4i on a system which is not running a currently supported i/OS version will negate 

the ability for fixes to be provided by Shield Advanced Solutions for any problems that originate in 

the OS or use API’s no longer supported at that level. 
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Configuring NG4i on the IBM i. 
 

The IBM i responders need to be set up to allow the Nagios requests to be handled. The configuration menu 

can be reach via the NG4i menu or using the command GO NG4ICFG after adding NG4I10 to the library 

list. Once on the configuration menu take option 1 to show the current NG4i Configuration. 

 

 
                            Configure NG4i settings                            
                                                                                
 Server Port  . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   49140                               
 Number of jobs . . . . . . . . . . . . .   3                                   
 Secure Connect . . . . . . . . . . . . .   *NO                                 
 EM4i installation library  . . . . . . .   *NONE                               
 HA4i installation library  . . . . . . .   *NONE                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                         Bottom 
 F3=Exit   F12=Cancel                                                           
 (c) Copyright Shield Advanced Solutions (Canada) Ltd. 1997 - 2021               

 

 The following parameters can be set. 
 

Number of jobs This is the number of jobs launched to respond to the Nagios requests.  

You will need to adjust depending on the frequency of the requests 

coming from Nagios 

Secure connect Determines if the connection between the Nagios Server and the IBM I 

are to be encrypted. If you use secure you will need to create and 

deploy the certificates from the IBM i to the Nagios Server as the 

product uses the certificate for authorization and encryption. 

EM4i Library The installation library of EM4i if installed. This is required if you 

want to the EM4i specific check commands provided with AAG. 

HA4i Library The installation library of HA4i if installed. This is required if you want 
to the HA4i specific check commands provided with AAG. 

 

Note: The port setting is updated by the program when enter is pressed to a pre-set port number. These 

ports must be available for the process to work. 49140 for non secure and 49143 for secure 

communications 

 

Starting and stopping NG4i 
 

The processes should be running 24x7 on the IBM i in order to respond to the requests from the Nagios 

Server. 

 

Starting the NG4i processes can be carried out via the Operations menu (available from the NG4i menu) 

and using Option 1 or by using the command STRNG4I. 
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Ending the processes can be carried out via the Operations menu and using Option 2 or by using 

the command ENDNG4I. 

 

Active processes IBM i 
 

The following is a representation of the active jobs running on a typical system 

 
                             Work with Active Jobs                     SAS3      
                                                         10/27/21  09:25:04 EST  
 CPU %:      .0     Elapsed time:   00:00:00     Active jobs:   222              
                                                                                 
 Type options, press Enter.                                                      
   2=Change   3=Hold   4=End   5=Work with   6=Release   7=Display message       
   8=Work with spooled files   13=Disconnect ...                                 
                     Current                                                     
 Opt  Subsystem/Job  User        Type  CPU %  Function        Status             
      NG4ISBS10      QSYS        SBS      .0                   DEQW              
        NGRSPCLNT    CHIRD       BCI      .0  PGM-NG4I001      TIMW              
        NGRSPCLNT    NA4IUSER    BCI      .0  PGM-NG4I001      TIMW              
        NGRSPCLNT    NA4IUSER    BCI      .0  PGM-NG4I001      TIMW              
        NGSVR        NA4IUSER    BCH      .0  PGM-NG4I000      DEQW         
 
 
 
      
 
                                                                         Bottom  
 Parameters or command                                                           
 ===>                                                                            
 F3=Exit   F5=Refresh       F7=Find      F10=Restart statistics                  
 F11=Display elapsed data   F12=Cancel   F23=More options   F24=More keys        
                                                                                 

 

 

NGSVR Provides control functions for the NGRSPCLNT jobs 

NGRSPCLNT 
Reacts to incoming requests from the remote system. 

 

 
 

Configuring Nagios with Nconf and AAG commands. 
 

Provided with AAG are several commands to expedite the configuration of an IBM i host. To configure an 

IBM i system first we must add the host. Using a secure terminal to the Linux partition running our Nagios 

build (SAS builds can use the Cockpit interface) we can run the following commands: 

 
There are 3 steps to adding the relevant configuration objects to Nagios, each of the commands listed below 

will generate the required objects and links to allow the various IBM i status to be retrieved. 

 

System definition describes the connection between the Nagios Server and the IBM i, it is represented by 

the host object under Nagios. 

 

Check commands are the interface to the programs or scripts that will be called to pull back the information 

from the IBM i. 

 

Services are the wrappers that determine how often the status is requested from the IBM i via the check 
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commands and any attributes that are required to retrieve the data and set the notifications within Nagios. A 

single check command can be used to pull status back for the IBM i for many objects/jobs.  

 

Note: The commands are located in “/usr/share/sas”. Ensure your path variable is set to include that 

directory before running the commands. 
 

addSystem Command 

 

Adding a system to the Nagios configuration uses the addSystem command. The following image shows 

how the process flows when called. 

 

1 addSystem Command example 
Running the command will prompt the user to enter information required to configure the IBM i host to 

Nagios. The following information will be collected. 
 

System Name  System identifier 

System Address  The resolvable TCP/IP name assigned to the system or IP address. 

User The user profile that will be used to run the collection requests on the 

IBM i. 

Password  Password for the profile above 

Confirm Password Confirmation password (must match above) 

Secure Connect  Is the IBM i running a secure server for NG4i 

Add Host  Add the host to Nagios (should always be Y) 

 

Notes: 

Secure connections will require the installation of certificates that are acceptable by the IBM i. 
Self generated certificates are acceptable. 

The User Profile entered must have enough authority to extract the status from the IBM i. (we do 

not suggest using QSECOFR although it can be used). 

Seeting the Add to Nagios to no will still generate the IBM i connection objects but will not 

register the host in Nagios. 

 

Once the system has been generated you can view the information set up for the IBM i via the NConf 

interface, the following screen shows an example of an IBM host confiured to Nagios viewed via the 

NConf interfaces. 

 

 Note: 
Ensure these values are correct for your IBM i before continuing. 
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2 Example of IBM i configured within NConf 

addChecks Command 

Adding the check commands to the Nagios configuration uses the addCheck command. The following image shows 

how the process flows when called. 

 
3 addChecks Command example 

 

Runnning the command will prompt the user for each available group of commands to be installed. The following 

groups of check commands are available 

 

HA4i   Shield’s HA4i product specific checks. HA4i installation is a requirement. 
EM4i   Shield’s EM4i message notification specific checks. EM4i installation is required. 

Shield   Shield’s general check selection. These checks are not product specific. 

Status   IBM i status related checks 

 

 

If you do not have the prerequisite applications installed for the Shield applications enter N when promted to install 

the check commands. This process can be repeated at a later time should the applications be installed.  

Note: 

Check commands are paired to a host using Nagios services. 
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The following image shows the check commands available for a specific group after the command has been run. 

 

 
4 HA4i Check commands viewed in NConf 

 

To ensure all check commands were added appropriately, it is recommended to view these checks with in the “show 
- check commands” section of Nagios. 

 

AddServices Command 

 

To run checks against each IBM i host  the host and check commands need to be linked in the form of a service.  

A service determines the parameters passed into the check command and holds the values for interpreting the results 

for notification via the Nagios interface. The following image shows the process flow for adding services. 
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5 addServices command example 

 

The command must be called with the following information. The above image shows adding the SHIELD services 
to the SAS2 host. The default parameters will be set as the services are added. 

 

Host  The name of the IBM i host created with the addSystem command 

Group  The check command group to be added 

- SHIELD 

- STATUS 

- HA4I 

- EM4i 

 

Once the services are added they can be viewed via the NConf Services interface. The following image is 

an example of the services added by running the above command. 
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6 HA4i Add Services viewed in NConf 

 

Note: 

When Services are added to our host they will be disabled by default. Select all of the Services you would like to 
enable and then at the top right of the window select multi modify from the advanced drop down. 

 

To enable the services after they have been configured you can use NConf to enable them all at once. Select each of 

the services you want to enable and trhen click the multi modify link. Then select service enabled from the attribute 

drop down and click the submit button. The following screen shot shows a sample of services being enabled. 
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7 NConf Services enabled example 
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Once the configurations have been generated you will need to generate and deploy the config for Nagios to to start 

monitoring the services against the host. Click the Generate Nagios Config from the left hand column for the 

following screen to be displayed.   

 

 
8 Generate Config and deploy 

 

Pressing the Deploy button will cause Nagios to implement the services and immediately send out a status request to 

the IBM i.  

 

Note: 
On initial deployment it appears Nagios spawns a thread for each configured services to each of the hosts, this can 

cause some services to report back that they were unable to connect to the host (timeout). This is expected and can 

be ignored as over time the requests will be spread out meaning the service requests do no overwhelm the IBM i 

responder jobs and the status is reported back correctly. 
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Using AAG 

Hosts 
AAG is a polling solution that relies on a host configuration to contact the remote system and 

request the status of a specific service.  

 

The information for each host is collected via batch scripts that can be called on the Nagios server, 

it will collect the address, username, password and secure setting for the connection and store 

them securely with encryption of the password. When a connection is initiated the user 
information will be used to sign on to the remote system and set the user as the profile the job runs 

under, this means the user must have the authority to run any commands required to extract the 

status information. 

 

Note:- 

If a secure connection is required, you will need to request and install certificates for the remote 

IBM i system on the Nagios server or the connection requests will fail. Information on generating 

and installing certificates can be found in the relevant manuals. 

 

For IBM i hosts the remote system will need to have the NG4i product installed as it is required to 

retrieve the information and convert to ASCII for consumption by the Nagios server. 

 

Services 
Nagios services are the pairing of a check command and a host. By adding a service, Nagios will 

check the data attained by the check command, from the specified host, on a scheduled basis. 

 

Check commands 
Nagios uses check commands to query data from a host and then tests this data against user 

specified ranges. AAG provides a number of check commands specifically related to the IBM i 

platform and are made available via the NG4i LPP. The following are check commands are 

provided by NG4i to AAG. 

 

HA4i Check Commands   
 

Parameters:  

Type    *ALL = Both *NET and *MGT Status 

     *MGT = Management HA4i status only 

     *NET = Net HA4i status only 

     *RAT = Observed transfer rate between *MGT and *NET systems 
  Critical  Critical range to check RATE speed against (only for *RAT) 

Warning  Warning range to check RATE speed against (only for *RAT)  

 

NOTE: 

This request is not system dependent, if you request *MGT status and the system is a *NET system 

the correct information will be pulled from the *MGT system. However, *RAT MUST be run on 

the management system. 
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 The following services are configured by default by the addServices command.   

 

  

check_HA4i_RATE  
Returns the observed transfer rate between the HA4i *MGT and *NET system. 

 

Purpose: 
Provides an indication of the bandwidth available to HA4i for transferring objects and data 

between the *MGT and *NET system.. 

 

 
9 Example of output from check_HA4i_Rate 

The command can also be used to request a JSON string representing the complete status for HA4i. We do 

not create a service that pulls this information back as it cannot be used by Nagios for notification 

determination. This would require *NET /*MGT or *ALL to be entered as the type.   

 

 

check_HA4i_APY 
 

Returns the apply status from the *NET system. For each of the configured apply processes. 

 

Purpose: 

Retrieves the apply status for each of the configure Apply programs, this can be segmented to 

notify when an apply process reached a certain backlog, or an apply process is not running etc. 

 

Parameters:  

Critical  Critical range to check Delta between last read and last applied. 
Warning  Warning range to check Delta between last read and last applied. 

B-log Severity Severity level for back log errors. (0, 1, 2, 3) 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 

 

Journal :   Local Journal name and library. 

Apply Job Name : The job name assigned to the apply process. 
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Apply Status :  The status of the apply job. 

   *APPLYING   Entries are being applied 

   *WAITING Waiting for entries in the Remote Journal 

Error :   Errors logged [Y/N]. 

Applied Entry :  Last entry applied by the apply job. 
Last Entry :  Last entry available in the Journal. 

Backlog :  Entries not applied (this can be entries which are not required). 

Remote Journal :  The remote journal name and library.  

 

NOTE: 

This request must be run on the *NET system, running this request on the *MGT system will result 

in an error being returned. 

 

The following image provides an example of the information returned when this command is run. 
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check_HA4i_RJRN 
 

Returns the information for each remote journal that is configured and not in *ACTIVE status. 

This allows the user to discover any remote journals which are not transmitting data changes to the 

remote system so the apply process can apply those changes to the remote database. 
 

Purpose: 

Provides a view of the remote journal status and provides the ability to send notifications if 

*INACTIVE remote journals are found.  

 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated Remote Journal Activation. This check will 

give early indication of errors which cannot be rectified by the STATUSCHK process. 

 

 

 
10 HA4i Remote Journal Status 
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Parameters: 

No parameters to be passed for this check. 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 

 
Journal :   Journal name and library 

Apply Name :  Apply job name attached to the remote journal 

Remote Journal:  Remote Journal name and library 

RJ Status :  Remote Journal status 

   - *ACTIVE  

   - *INACTIVE 

 

NOTE: 

This request should be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will 

result in information being returned about the remote journals configured from the *NET system 

back to the *MGT system. 

 

check_HA4i_OBJ 
 

Returns the Object replication status from the *MGT system.  
 

Purpose: 

Allows early notification of backlogs and errors as the Object replication process works through 

the replication requests.  

 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated Recovery of Errors. This check will give 

early indication of errors which have not been rectified by the STATUSCHK process. 

 

 
11 HA4i Object Status 

Parameters: 

Wait Critical Range to check number of objects waiting to be replicated, returns 
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critical code. 

Wait Warning Range to check number of objects waiting to be replicated, returns 

warning code. 

Delta Critical Range to check delta between last entry and last read, returns critical 

code. 
Delta Warning Range to check delta between last entry and last read, returns warning 

code. 

Severity Severity of code to be returned if object/profile errors are present. 

   

The information is returned in the following format. 

 

 

If all servers are running OK the following is returned: 

All *MGT HA4i servers running OK. 

If there are any problems they will be retported in the following format 

Journal Scraper :  Journal scraper status 

Object replication : Object replication status 
Retry Manager :  Retry Manager status 

 

Number Object Errors : Number of errors reported by Object replication 

Number Profile Errors : Number of Profile replication errors 

Number Waiting : Number of object replication request to process. 

Last Entry :  Last journal sequence in QAUDJRN 

Last Read :  Last Journal sequence read by the journal scraper.  

Delta:    Delta value between last entry and last read. 

   

NOTE: 

This request must be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will result 
in an error being returned. 
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check_HA4i_SPLF 
 

Returns the Spool file replication status from the *MGT system.  

 

Purpose: 

Allows early notification of backlogs and errors as the Spool File replication process works 

through the replication requests.  

 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated  Recovery of Errors. This check will give 

early indication of errors which have not been rectified by the STATUSCHK process. 

 

 
12 HA4i Spoolfile replication status 

Parameters: 
Wait Critical Range for number of spool files waiting to be replicated, returns critical 

code. 

Wait Warning Range for number of spool files waiting to be replicated, returns 

warning code. 

Delta Critical Range for delta between last entry and last read, returns critical code. 

Delta Warning Range for delta between last entry and last read, returns warning code. 

Severity Severity for code returned if errors are present. 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 

 

If all servers are running OK the following is returned: 

All Spool file servers running OK. 
 

If there are any problems they will be retported in the following format 

Journal Scraper :   Journal scraper status 

Spool replication  :  Spoolfile replication status 

 

Number Spoolfile Errors :  Number of errors reported by Object replication 

Number Spoolfile Waiting : Number of object replication request to process. 

Last Entry :   Last journal sequence in QAUDJRN 

Last Read :   Last Journal sequence read by the journal scraper.  

Delta:     Delta value between last entry and last read. 
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NOTE: 

This request must be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will result 

in an error being returned. 
 

 

check_HA4i_SYNC 
 

Returns the Sync Manager status from the *MGT system. This is the process that resynchronizes 

journaled objects to the remote system using the journal to manage the save and restore and 

subsequent apply of entries recorded after the save completed on the source system.  

 

Purpose: 

Provide early notification of backlogs in the number of objects that are being processed by the 

Sync Manager. In normal circumstances there should never be an resync requests in the queue as 

normal HA4i replication processes should handle any object replication requirements, however 

there are times when this queue can have a significant number of requests queued which may take 

a long time to recover due to bandwidth an locking issues. 

 

 
13 HA4i Sync Manager Status 

Parameters: 

Critical   Range for sync Queue depth, returns critical code. 

Warning   Range for sync Queue depth, returns warning code. 

 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 
 

Sync Manager :  Sync Manager status 

Queue Depth :  Number of sync requests waiting to be processed.  

   

NOTE: 

This request must be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will result 

in an error being returned. 
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check_HA4i_RJOBS 
 

Returns the Number of responder jobs running on the system.  This request does not require the 

*MGT or *NET system type to be passed in, it will return the number of responder jobs running 

by using the system type to extract the job information.  
 

Purpose: 

Returns the number of responder jobs that are active on the system, if responder jobs end 

abnormally it will affect any replication requests between the systems and so it is important that 

they are always active. Warning notifications can be sent when the number of jobs is less than the 

required qty or Critical notifications if none are running etc. 

 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated  Restart of the responders. This check will 

give early indication of errors which have not been rectified by the STATUSCHK process. 

 

 
14 HA4i Responder job status 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for number of HA4i responder jobs running, returns critical 

code. 

Warning Range for number of HA4i responder jobs running, returns warning 

code. 

 

 
The information is returned in the following format. 

 

Number of Jobs :  Number of responder jobs running. 
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check_HA4i_SPLFW 
 

Returns the number of spool files that have been marked for replication but are still waiting to be 

sent to the remote system. 

   
  Purpose: 

Allows early notification of problems with the replication process that could affect recovery due to 

large numbers of spool files waiting to be replicated to the target system.  

 

Note:  This does not report any errors that have been logged by the process. 

 

 

 
15 HA4i Spoolfiles waiting replication 

 

Parameters: 

Critical Range for number of spool files awaiting replication, returns critical 
code. 

Warning Range for number of spool files awaiting replication, returns warning 

code. 

 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 

 

Number of Spool files :  Number of spool files waiting to be replicated. 

 

 

NOTE: 
This request must be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will result 

in an error being returned. 
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check_HA4i_IJRN 
 

Returns the number of journals that have been configured for replication between the *MGT and 

*NET system which are *INACTIVE (not sending data to the remote system). The details are 

listed for each of the inactive journals. 
 

Purpose: 

Not all remote journals are used for replication by HA4i, this request will only report *INACTIVE 

remote journals that are currently configured to HA4i. It also reports additional information about 

each *INACTIVE journal. 

 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated  Restart of the remote journal links. This 

check will give early indication of errors which have not been rectified by the STATUSCHK 

process. 

 

 

 
16 HA4i Configure Remote Journal Status 

 

Parameters: 

Critical Range for the number of journals which are configured and have the 

status of *INACTIVE, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for the number of journals which are configured and have the 
status of *INACTIVE, returns warning code. 

 

 

The information is returned in the following format. 

 

If all configured journals are *ACTIVE the status returns the following data, the number 

configured and number active are reported inside the brackets. 

 

All Configured journals are *ACTIVE. (5/5) 

 

If there are configured journals with a status that is not *ACTIVE, then this message will be 

printed:   
 

For each journal that is inactive the following information is also returned in JSON format. 
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Journal :   Journal name and library 

Remote Journal :  Remote journal name and library 

RDBDE :  Relation Database Directory entry used by the RJ. 

Status :   Remote journal status 
Backlog :   Current backlog to be sent when it becomes active.  

 

NOTE: 

Backlog will always report as -1 if the remote journal is inactive. 

This request should be run on the *MGT system, running this request on the *NET system will 

result in information being returned about the remote journals configured from the *NET system 

  

check_HA4i_STATUS 
 

  Returns the server HA4i Server status for each specific server running in the HA4i subsystem. 

   

  Purpose: 

Let’s you know if a specific server is not running on the system and allows notification to allow 

manual intervention if required. It can also be used to identify trends where the server jobs are 

inactive but restarted by STATUSCHK. 
 

Note HA4i STATUSCHK can be used for Automated  Restart of the servers. This check will give 

early indication of errors which have not been rectified by the STATUSCHK process. 

 

 
17 HA4i Server Status 

 

Parameters: 

No parameters are passed to this check command. 

 

The information is returned in JSON string format with the following keys. 

  *MGT: 
CMDSVR: Command server status (launches responder jobs) 

   EMMGR: Email Manager (Returns WARNING when not running) 

   SYNCMGR: Sync Manager (source only) 
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   PRFSYNC: Required for profile sync requests 

  *NET: 

   CFGREP : Target only (replicates any configuration changes back to the source) 

   APYMGR: Launches and manager the apply processes (target only) 

 

EM4i Check Commands   
 

 

check_EM4i_RESPWAIT 
 

Returns the number of *INQ messages EM4i is waiting for responses for as well as the time the 

notifications were received by EM4i. 

 

 
18 EM4i messages waiting response 

Parameters:  

Qty Critical Range for number of EM4i messages waiting for responses, returns 

critical code. 

Qty Warning Range for number of EM4i messages waiting for responses, returns 

warning code. 

Wait Critical   Range for time EM4i message has spent waiting, returns critical code. 

Wait Warning  Range for time EM4i message has spent waiting, returns warning code. 

 

  Returns the number of messages waiting and then for each message the following information. 

 

  Message ID Message ID 
  Date  Date notification was sent 

  Time  Time the message notification was sent. 

 

 

 

 

Shield General Check Commands   
   

check_Shield_KEYEXP 
 

Returns the number of days before a license key for the LPP entered will expire. It can be used for 
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any IBM i LPP. 

 

Purpose: 

Provide early warning of any license key that is due to expire for any IBM i License Program 

Product. Shield products all ship as LPP’s and some are shipped with limited key periods, this 
allows you to preempt any product stoppages caused by expired keys. 

 

Note: Most Shield products ship with self monitoring programs that also capture key expiration.  

 

 
19 Key Expiry 

 

Parameters: 
Product Name  Name of LPP to be checked (7 char). 

Product Version  Version of LPP to be checked (6 char). 

Product Option  Option of LPP to be checked (4 char). 

Days Critical Range to check number of days until product expiry against, returns 

critical. 

Days Warning  Range to check number of days until product expiry against, returns 

warning. 

 

Returns the number of days before the key expires. 
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check_Shield_SBSSRCH 
 

Returns the number of jobs that are running in a specified subsystem, with the status of *MSGW. 

   

  Purpose: 

Returns the number of jobs running in a subsystem that are sitting *MSGW status. 

 

 
20 Jobs *MSGW status by subsystem 

 

Parameters: 

Library   Subsystem library (10 char).  
Subsystem  Subsystem to be checked (10 char). 

Critical   Range for number of jobs with status of *MSGW, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of jobs with status of *MSGW, returns warning 

code. 

 

 

Returns the number of jobs that are running in the subsystem with a status of message wait. 
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check_Shield_JOBSRCH 
 

  Returns the number of jobs that are running which match the search criteria. 

 

  Purpose: 
Provides a count of the jobs that match the entered criteria which can be checked against a number 

expected to be running. If the number of jobs is less or mare than expected notifications can be 

sent out to allow any problems to be rectified. 

 

 
21 Number of Matching jobs in Subsystem. 

 

Parameters:  

Job Name  Search for jobs matching job name. (Can be generic)  

Job User   Search for jobs matching username. (Can be generic) 

Job Number   Search for jobs matching job number. (Can be *ALL) 

Critical  Range for number of jobs found matching search criteria, returns 

critical code. 
Warning  Range for number of jobs found matching search criteria, returns 

warning code. 

 

 

Returns the number jobs running which match the job information entered. 
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check_Shield_RPYW 
 

  Returns the number of messages that are waiting for a reply in a specific message queue. 

 

  Purpose: 

Provides early notification of messages in specific message queues that require a response from a 

user, this could be due to an error in a job which is stopping the job from running and therefore 

needs immediate attention. 

 

 

 
22 Reply Wait status by *MSGQ 

 

Parameters:  

Message Queue  Message Queue Name (10 char). 

Library   Message Queue Library (10 char). 

Qty Critical  Range for number of messages awaiting a reply, returns critical code. 

Qty Warning  Range for number of messages awaiting a reply, returns warning code. 
Wait Critical  Range for length of time a message has been awaiting a reply, returns 

critical code. 

Wait Warning Range for length of time a message has been awaiting a reply, returns 

warning code. 

 

Returns the number of *RPYW messages in the queue in the following format. 

  

If there are no messages waiting for a reply this message will be outputted: 

 

0 Messages waiting for a reply. 

 
If there are any messages in the queue that require a response the following information will be 

returned. 

Number of messages  Number of messages in queue with a type of *INQ 

Job    Job Name that sent the message  

User    User Name that sent the message 

Job Number   The job number of the sending job    

Message ID   Message ID for the message 

Message    Message text 

Message Waiting for  How long the message has been waiting for a response 
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check_Shield_DSBPRF 
 

  Returns the number of profiles that are in a disabled state. 

   

There are usually a number of profiles that are *DISABLED by choice and they remain static, 
however if more profiles become disabled it could be an indication of problems building, or 

simply show when profiles need to be reset. 

 

 

 
23 Disabled Profiles count 

Parameters: 

Critical Range for number of disabled profiles on a system, returns critical 

code. 

Warning Range for number of disabled profiles on a system, returns warning 

code. 
 

 

  Returns number of disabled profiles. 
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check_Shield_SBSJOB 
 

  Returns the number of active jobs for a given subsystem or all subsystems. 

 

 

 
24 Active Job Count 

 

Parameters:  

Subsystem  Subsystem name *ALL 

Library   Subsystem library or *ALL 

Critical Range for number of jobs running in specified subsystem/library, 
returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of jobs running in specified subsystem/library, 

returns warning code. 

 

  Returns the number of active jobs found 

 

check_Shield_JOBQ 
 

  Returns the number of jobs sitting on the job queue entered. 

 

 
25 Job Queue Count 
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Parameters:  

Job Queue  Job Queue name. 

Library   Job Queue library. 

Critical Range for number of jobs sitting on specified job queue, returns critical 

code. 
Warning Range for number of jobs sitting on specified job queue, returns 

warning code. 

 

  Returns the number of jobs waiting to run on the job queue. 

 

check_Shield_RCVR 
 

  Returns the quantity and total size of the receivers in Library passed in.  

 

 
26 Receiver size qty 

Parameters:  

Library   Receiver Library (10 char). 

Qty Critical  Range for number of receivers in library, returns critical code. 

Qty Warning  Range for number of receivers in library, returns warning code. 

Size Critical  Range for Size of each receiver in library, returns critical code. 

Size Warning  Range for Size of each receiver in library, returns warning code. 

 

  Returns Library, qty of receivers and the total size of receivers. 

 

check_Shield_CACHEBAT 
 

  Returns the state for any cache battery found. 
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27 Check Cache Battery status 

Parameters:  

No parameters are passed for this check command. 

 

  Returns the cache battery state and quantity in the following format 

 

  Error State If the battery is in error 

  Battery Type Type of battery installed   

  Maintainable If the battery is maintainable 
  Cache Written Data Cache written to disk 

  Days Warn Days to warning issue 

  Days Error Days to error 

  Power on Power on Time 

  Adj Pwr  Adjusted Power on Time 

    

   

Active Job Status 
 

check_Shield_TOPJOB_CPU  
 

Returns the information about jobs that match the entered parameters specific to the CPU used and 

the runtime. 
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28 Active Job Status (CPU /runtime) 

Parameters:  

Job Name   Filter job list by Name (Can be a full name or generic). 

Username    Filter job list by Username (can be generic). 

Job Number   Filter job list by job number (can be generic). 

CPU Critical  Range for processor used by job, returns critical code. 

CPU Warning  Range for processor used by job, returns warning code. 

Runtime Critical  Range for job runtime, returns critical code. 

Runtime Warning Range for job runtime, returns warning code. 
 

Returns the following information for each job that matches the job criteria entered. 

 

  JobName Job Name given to the active job. 

JobUser  User Profile the job is running under. 

JobNumber Job Number assigned by the system 

prcused  Total Processor used by the job (millisecs) 

runtime  How long the job has been running (seconds) 

 

check_Shield_TOPJOB_CTG 
 

Returns the information about jobs that match the entered parameters specific to the QTEMP size 
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and the temporary storage used. 

 

 
29 Active Job Status (QTEM / temp storage) 

Parameters:  

Job Name   Filter job list by Name (Can be a full name or generic). 

Username    Filter job list by Username (can be generic). 
Job Number   Filter job list by job number (can be generic). 

QTEMP Critical  Range for job QTEMP size, returns critical code.  

QTEMP Warning  Range for job QTEMP size, returns warning code. 

Storage Critical  Range for job Storage, returns critical code. 

Storage Warning  Range for job Storage, returns warning code. 

 

Returns the following information for each job that matches the job criteria entered. 

 

  JobName Job Name given to the active job. 

JobUser  User Profile the job is running under. 

JobNumber Job Number assigned by the system 

qtemp  Size of the QTEMP library for the job (bytes) 
stg  Temporary storage assigned to the job (MB) 
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IBM i Status Check Commands   
 

  Returns the status for type passed in. 

 

Parameters:  

Type  The Type of status to return (see below) 
 

  Type  Returns 

  DSKPCT % of Available disk space 

  DSKTOT Total amount of disk space on the system 

  DSKAVL Amount of disk available 

  SYSNAM Current system name 

  SSTATE System State restricted (*RSTD, *NRSTD) 

  PCTPRC % Processor used 

  JOBRUN Number of jobs running 

  PERMAD % Permanent addresses used 

  TEMPAD % Temp addresses used 

  SYSASP Size of System ASP 
  STGTOT Total Storage size 

  UPTSTG Unprotected storage 

  MUPSTG Maximum unprotected storage 

  NBPART Number of partitions 

  PARTID Partition ID 

  PRCCAP Processor Capacity 

  PRCSHR Processor sharing (*NONE, *CAPPED, *UNCAPPED) 

  NBRPRC Number of processors 

  ACTJNB Number of *ACTIVE jobs 

  ACTTHD Number *ACTIVE threads 

  MAXJOB Maximum number of jobs in system 
  TMP256  %Temporary 256MB segments 

  PRM256 %Permanent 256MB segments 

  TMP4GB %Temporary 4GB segments 

  PRM4GB %Permanent 4GB segments 

  UCPCPU % Uncapped CPU 

  SHRPRU % Shared Processor pool used 

  MEMSTG Main Memory amount 
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check_Status_AVLDISK 
  Returns available disk as a percentage.  

 

 

 
30 Available disk space % 

Parameters:  

% Critical  Range for Percentage of disk available, returns critical code. 

% Warning  Range for Percentage of disk available, returns warning code. 
 

Available disk space : 56% 

 

 

check_Status_TOTDISK 
  Returns total disk in GB.  

 
31 Total Disk space GB 

Parameters:  

% Critical  Range for total disk available, returns critical code. 

% Warning  Range for total disk available, returns warning code. 
 

Total disk space : 150GB 
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check_Status_AVLDISKGB 
  Returns available disk in GB.  

 

 
32 Available Disk space GB 

Parameters:  

Critical   Range for amount of disk available, returns critical code. 

Warning   Range for amount of disk available, returns warning code. 

 

Available disk space : 85GB 
 

 

check_Status_SYSNAME 
 

  Returns system name.  

 

 
33 System Name 
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check_Status_SYSSTATE 
 

  Returns system state.  

 

 
34 System State 

Parameters:  

Severity   Sets severity of code returned when state is *RSTD. 

 
 

check_Status_CPUUSED 
   

Returns the percentage of  processor used.  

 

 
35 Processor Used % 

Parameters:  

Critical   Range for percentage of processor used, returns critical code. 

Warning   Range for percentage of processor used, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_NUMJOB 
 

Returns number of jobs running on system.  

 

 
36 Number of Jobs 

Parameters:  

Critical   Range for number of jobs running on system, returns critical code. 

Warning   Range for number of jobs running on system, returns warning code. 

 

 

check_Status_PADDR 
 

Returns percentage of permanent addresses used.  

 

 
37 Perm Addresses used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of permanent addresses used, returns critical 
code. 

Warning Range for percentage of permanent addresses used, returns warning 

code. 
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check_Status_TADDR 
 

Returns percentage of temporary addresses used.  

 

 

 
38 Temp Addresses Used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of temporary addresses used, returns critical 

code. 

Warning Range for percentage of temporary addresses used, returns warning 

code. 

 

check_Status_ASP 
 

Returns size of system ASP in GB.  

 

 

 
39 System ASP size GB 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for size of system ASP, returns critical code. 
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Warning Range for size of system ASP, returns warning code. 

 

check_Status_STORAGE 
Returns total storage size in GB.  

 

 
40 Total Storage GB 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for total storage size, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for total storage size, returns warning code. 

 

check_Status_UNPSTG 
 

Returns size of unprotected storage in MB.  

 

 
41 Unprotected Storage size GB 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for size of unprotected storage, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for size of unprotected storage, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_MAXUNPSTG 
 

Returns max size of unprotected storage in MB.  

 

 

 
42 Maximum unprotected storage MB 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for max size of unprotected storage, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for max size of unprotected storage, returns warning code. 
 

check_Status_NUMPART 
   

Returns number of partitions on system.  

 

 
43 Number of partitions 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for number of partitions on system, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of partitions on system, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_PARTID 
   

Returns partition ID for host.  

 

 

 
44 Partition ID 

Parameters:  

There are no parameters for this check command 

 

check_Status_CPUCAP 
   

Returns processor capacity as a percentage.  

 

 
45 CPU Capacity % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of processor capacity, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for percentage of processor capacity, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_CPUSHARE 
   

Returns processor sharing status.  

 

 
46 Processor sharing type 

Parameters:  

There are no parameters for this check command. 

 

check_Status_NUMCPU 
   

Returns number of processors that are licensed.  

 

 
47 Number of licensed processors 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for number of processors, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of processors, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_ACTJOB 
   

Returns number of *ACTIVE jobs running on system.  

 

 
48 Running active jobs 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for number of active jobs on system, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of active jobs on system, returns warning code. 

 

check_Status_ACTTHD 
 

Returns number of *ACTIVE threads on system.  
 

 
49 Active threads 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for number of active threads on system, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of active threads on system, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_MAXJOB 
 

Returns maximum number of jobs on system.  

 

 
50 Maximum Active jobs 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for max number of jobs on system, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for max number of jobs on system, returns warning code. 

 

check_Status_TMP256 
   

Returns % of temporary 256MB segments used.  

 

 

 
51 256MB segments used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of temp 256MB segments used, returns critical 

code. 

Warning Range for percentage of temp 256MB segments used, returns warning 

code. 
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check_Status_PRM256 
 

Returns % of permanent 256MB segments used.  

 

 
52 Perm 256MB segments used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of permanent 256MB segments used, returns 

critical code. 

Warning Range for percentage of permanent 256MB segments used, returns 

warning code. 

 

check_Status_TMP4GB 
   

Returns % of temporary 4GB segments used.  

 

 
53 Temp 4GB segments used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of temp 4GB segments used, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for percentage of temp 4GB segments used, returns warning 

code. 
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check_Status_PRM4GB 
 

Returns % of permanent 4GB segments used.  

 

 
54 Perm 4GB segments used % 

Parameters:  
Critical Range for percentage of permanent 4GB segments used, returns critical 

code. 

Warning Range for percentage of permanent 4GB segments used, returns 

warning code. 

  

check_Status_UCAP 
   

Returns % of uncapped CPU used.  

 

 
55 Uncapped CPU used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage of uncapped CPU used, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for percentage of uncapped CPU used, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_SPOOL 
   

Returns % of shared processor pool used.  

 

 
56 Shared processor pool used % 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for percentage shared processor pool used, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for percentage of shared processor pool used, returns warning 

code. 

  

check_Status_MAINMEM 
   

Returns amount of main memory in GB.  

 

 
57 Main memory GB 

Parameters:  

Critical Range for main memory amount, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for main memory amount, returns warning code. 
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Job List 
 

  Returns a list of jobs which exceed the parameters passed in. 

 

Parameters:  
Type   The Type of status to return (see below) 

Max    Maximum number of jobs to list in the output 

Min   Minimum value before adding to returned list (dependent on the check) 

Critical   Critical Range to be checked against. 

Warning   Warning Range to be checked against. 

 

  Request  Returns  

  PRCTTU Processing unit time used - total for the job (milliseconds)  

INTTRN Number of interactive transactions  

DBLCKW Number of database lock waits   

INTLCW Number of internal machine lock waits  
NDBLCW Number of nondatabase lock waits  

AUXIOR Number of auxiliary I/O requests  

PEAKTS Peak temporary storage used (megabytes)  

QTEMPS QTEMP library size, in bytes  

RESPTT Response time total (milliseconds) 

TSDBLW Time spent on database lock waits (milliseconds) 

TSINTL  Time spent on internal machine lock waits (milliseconds)  

TSNDBL Time spent on nondatabase lock waits (milliseconds)  

TMPSTG Temporary storage used (megabytes)  
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check_Status_PRCTTU 
   

Returns amount of processor unit time used in ms for each job.  

 

 
58 Jobs processor used 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum value of processor unit time to be listed. 

Critical Range for ms of processor unit time used, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for ms of processor unit time used, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_INTTRN 

  

Returns number of interactive transactions per job listed.  

 

 

 
59 Jobs Interactive transaction range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum number of interactive transactions to be listed. 

Critical Range for number of interactive transactions, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of interactive transactions, returns warning code. 

  

check_Status_DBLCKW 
   

Returns amount of database lock waits per job listed.  
 

 
60 Jobs DB Lockwait Range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 
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Min Value  Minimum number of lock waits to be listed. 

Critical Range for number of database lock waits, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of database lock waits, returns warning code. 

  

check_Status_INTLCW 
   

Returns amount of internal machine lock waits per job listed.  

 

 
61 Jobs internal lockwait range 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum number of lock waits to be listed. 
Critical Range for number of internal machine lock waits, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of internal machine lock waits, returns warning 

code. 
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check_Status_NDBLCKW 

   

Returns amount of non-database lock waits per job listed.  

 

 

 
62 Jobs Database Lockwait range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum number of lock waits to be listed. 

Critical Range for number of non-database lock waits, returns critical code. 
Warning Range for number of non-database lock waits, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_AUXIOR 
   

Returns amount of auxiliary I/O requests per job listed.  

 

 
63 Jobs Aux I/O requests range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum number of auxiliary I/O requests to be listed. 

Critical Range for number of auxiliary I/O requests, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for number of auxiliary I/O requests, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_PEAKTS 
   

Returns amount of peak temporary storage per job listed.  

 

 
64 Jobs peak temp storage range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum amount of peak temp storage to be listed. 

Critical Range for amount of peak temp storage, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for amount of peak temp storage, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_QTEMPS 
   

Returns size of QTEMP library in MB per job listed. 

 

 
65 Jobs QTEMP Library MB range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum size of QTEMP library to be listed. 

Critical Range for size of QTEMP library, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for size of QTEMP library, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_RESPTT 
   

Returns total response time in seconds per job listed.  

 

 

 
66 jobs Response time range 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum total response time to be listed. 

Critical Range for total response time, returns critical code. 
Warning Range for total response time, returns warning code. 

  

check_Status_TSDBLW 
   

Returns total seconds spent in database lock wait, per job listed.  

 

 
67 Jobs DB Lockwait range 

 

Parameters:  
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Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum time spent in database lock wait to be listed. 

Critical Range for time spent in database lock wait, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for time spent in database lock wait, returns warning code. 

  

check_Status_TSINTL 
 

Returns total seconds spent in internal lock wait, per job listed.  
 

 
68 Jobs Internal Lockwait range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum time spent in internal lock wait to be listed. 

Critical Range for time spent in internal lock wait, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for time spent in internal lock wait, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_TSNDBL 
   

Returns total seconds spent in non-database lock wait, per job listed.  

 

 
69 Jobs non DB Lockwait range 

 

Parameters:  

Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum time spent in non-database lock wait to be listed. 

Critical Range for time spent in non-database lock wait, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for time spent in non-database lock wait, returns warning code. 
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check_Status_TMPSTG 
   

Returns temporary storage used in MB, per job listed.  

 

 
70 Jobs temporary storage range 

Parameters:  
Max Count  Maximum number of jobs to return. 

Min Value  Minimum temporary storage used to be listed. 

Critical Range for temporary storage used, returns critical code. 

Warning Range for temporary storage used, returns warning code. 
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Secure connections 
 

AAG has the ability to connect to remote IBM i systems using secure sockets, however this 

requires the relevant certificate is generated on the IBM i system using Digital Certificate Manager 

(5770SS1 option 34) and installed on the Nagios Server. 

 

The set up and management of the certificates is beyond the scope of this manual, we have 

provided links in the related information section that can be used to set up the certificates. Shield 

Advanced Solutions can provide services to set up the secure connection if required. 
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